PHILIPPE GAULIER
CLOWN WORKSHOP

DUBLIN
Wed 29 March - Sun 2 April 2017
10am to 4pm
Dance House, 1 Foley St, Dublin

5 day workshop: €440

Contact
edithsagharbor@gmail.com
www.VitaminTheatre.com
Philippe Gaulier was a master teacher at the École Jacques Lecoq in Paris before starting his own school in 1980. After ten years in Paris, he moved his school to London and finally, in 2002, back to France. The École Philippe Gaulier is an important centre for theatre training for students from around the world. Philippe’s unique approach to actor training has influenced performing artists as diverse as Emma Thompson, London’s Theatre de Complicite and Sacha Cohen’s Borat and Ali G.

“Philippe Gaulier is the greatest living teacher of clown and modern theatre. He is also the funniest man I have ever met. Students travel from all around the world to spend as little as a month with him.”
(From the preface by Sacha Baron Cohen to Philippe Gaulier’s book “Le gégèneur (The Tormentor)”, editions Filmiko, www.filmichiko.com)